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Lucy and Henry are brother and sister. They may be twins, but that doesnâ€™t mean they do

everything the same way. From time on the swings to crawling through tunnels, a day at the park is

double the fun when theyâ€™re together. Delightful illustrations and simple, rhythmic text combine

to make a wonderful first book about twins. Pages are made of strong paper, ideal for little readers.
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Toddlerâ€”Short, rhyming phrases combined with bright, toddler-friendly illustrations perfectly

capture the bond of twins Lucy and Henry. They move through their morning together, but it's clear

that they are individuals. "Lucy swings. Henry clings." The artful spread shows the happy girl being

pushed in a baby swing while her brother peers uncertainly from behind their dad's leg. The twins

aren't old enough to be aware of or assert their own individuality. It is simply shown through the

innocent playfulness of young siblings enjoying a day at the park together. Massey's artwork shines.

The gouache, ink, and crayon illustrations are large and bright and depict cheery, round-faced

toddlers who are perpetually in motion. VERDICT A first purchase for libraries serving our youngest

readers.â€”Kelly Roth, Bartow County Public Library, Cartersville, GA

â€œIn both the text and the illustrations, the narrative is pared down to essentials, making the book



highly accessible to its audience. While older preschoolers may appreciate flights of fancy, very

young children will enjoy seeing their everyday experiences reflected in this satisfying picture

book.â€• â€”Booklist

Like many kids her age, my two year-old is finicky. Books are no exception. She loves and forgets a

book quickly. So it's high praise to say that Lucy and Henry have been stowed beside my

daughter's bed for now going on two weeks. She completes the rhymes and narrates what's

happening in each scene. The words are sparse and so allow great space for discussion,

interpretation, and imagining.I also like the thick, matte finished pages. They make for a nice tactile

experience.

this book has maybe 25 words in it....it rhymes opposites (giggles and wiggles) and by that it's

showing, "They may be twins, but they don't do everything the same."I wanted a good book about

boy girl twins... this isn't it.

This was bought for the 2 year birthday of my cousins twins and was a big hit. They love their new

book and so did their parents.

Cute book

Cute book. Definitely for newborns though so if you're looking for something in the 2-4 year old

range, this isn't it. Cute photos. Recently bought as a baby shower gift for a friend having a boy and

girl.

my twin boys love this book! it really has helped them to see the twin experience!

Im sorry I was disappointed in this book I was looking for a book that would explain twins to my 3 yr

old grandkids it does not. Wont purchase books anymore that I dont know the book ahead of time
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